
New England Winterfest Volleyball Tournament: Hartford, CT
Player Contract

January 15th- 17th, 2022

● You must travel in groups of at least two at all times while in the hotel and at the playing

site. You must tell a chaperone or coach where you are going at all times even if it is just

to the bathroom. We must know where you are every second of the trip. If you are

unable to comply with this rule, you will be sent home at your own expense.

● You must wear a mask while participating in the tournament and traveling around the

hotel.

● You must clean up after yourself at all times while at the hotel and at the playing site.

● You will always travel and dress as a team while participating in the event. Players will all

wear the same warm-up outfit to and from the playing site. Players must also wear the

same gear while working.

● Punctuality is mandatory for all team functions.

● Your coach will set a time for you to be in your room, a time for lights out & a time to be

at breakfast. The chaperone will enforce that the times set are followed.

● Anyone who is found outside their rooms after lights out will not be allowed to

participate in any capacity in the next day of competition.

● All players will attend all team activities, unless excused by the coach.

● You are not allowed to use the phones in the room (ONLY to call other rooms). You are

not allowed to order movies, use room service or use the mini bars in the room. If you

choose to do this, you will be responsible for paying for all expenses charged.

● No one, other than another LHVA player or coach, is allowed to be in your room at any

time.

● Players will be supervised at all times and may not go anywhere outside the hotel or

playing site without a chaperone and/or coach.

● Players may not go off with just their parent, even if they are the chaperone, unless an

exception is made by the coach.

● Drugs, alcohol, or smoking of any kind are strictly prohibited at all times as a member of

Lower Hudson Volleyball Association. Any breach of this rule will result in immediate

suspension from the team and release to parents at their expense.

I have read and understand the above rules and agree to follow them.

__________________________________ __________________________________

Player’s Name (Print) Parent/Guardian's Name (Print)

__________________________________ __________________________________

Signature and Date Signature and Date


